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Aptitude Ladder
Aptitudes tell you how well your character per-
forms in any given trait, defaulting to Mediocre.

Peerless
The Pinnacle

Incredible
The Master

Exceptional
The Specialist

Great
The Grizzled Veteran

Good
The Seasoned Professional

Fair
The Fresh Recruit

Mediocre
The Everyman

Poor
The Hopelessly Inept

Dismal
The Bumbling Fool

For each Pip card that matches the suit 
of the push or is a Pentacle.

For each Royal card (Knave, Knight, 
Queen, or King) that matches the suit of 
the push or is a Pentacle.

Cards that do not match the suit of the 
push are Burned.

Major Arcana go rogue and play by 
their own set of rules.

Card Reminders
Getting New Cards
Only when you are out of cards.

Wear and Tear
Each time you draw a new hand, your hand size 
is reduced by one.

Narrator’s Advantage
The Narrator can always draw up to five cards per 
hand, but she can choose to draw fewer cards.

Pushing
Pushing lets you augment your character’s traits 
by playing cards. When you don’t think your char-
acter’s traits will support the abitions of her ac-
tions, you should push.

1. Pick the Push
You can push your character physically, men-
tally, or socially. The type of push you choose 
determines the suit of the push and the effect the 
cards have on your character’s aptitudes.

 ÎPhysical pushes wield Swords. 
 ÎMental pushes focus on Wands. 
 ÎSocial pushes carry Cups.
 ÎPentacles can be used in any push.

2. Play Your Cards
Commit to the cards you want to play by placing 
them face down in front of you.

3. The Reveal
Flip over the cards and determine your charac-
ter’s new aptitude score:

4. Wrap Up
Once the outcome of the push is resolved all cards 
in play are discarded and your character’s aptitudes 
return to normal. Draw a new hand if needed.
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Traits
Name APTITUDE

Wounds*

Current Rating

ARMOR WEIGHT

[ / ]

[ / ]

Traumatic Bookeeping:

Gear:

Armor Bookeeping:

# Health Levels

Base Rating

NAME:

Fine Details:

Character Concept:

* Reduce all traits by one rank for each wound your character suffers.


